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We give an overview of complementarity and synergy in cosmology between the Square Kilome-

tre Array and future survey projects in other wavelengths. In the SKA era, precision cosmology

will be limited by systematic errors and cosmic variance, rather than statistical errors. How-

ever, combining and/or cross-correlating multi-wavelength data, from the SKA to the cosmic

microwave background, optical/infrared and X-ray, substantially reduce these limiting factors. In

this chapter, we summarize future survey projects and show highlights of complementarity and

synergy, which can be very powerful to probe major cosmological problems such as dark energy,

modified gravity and primordial non-Gaussianity.
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1. Introduction

In the era of SKA operations, astronomy will be fully in the realm of Ąebig dataĄf science.
Observational data will have been accumulated from millions of discrete objects across the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum by a large number of ground and space-based missions. In addition there
will be existing and evolving detailed simulated data: all of which the SKA will contribute to and
provide a unique insight to its interpretation.

Whilst significant sets of data may be complete from a number of other facilities ahead of, and
during early SKA operations, the challenge will be to fully exploit its scientific yield. This requires
that observational integrity and repeatability are maintained across the build phases to realize the
full SKA (SKA2). This alignment of the data is critical because many SKA-complementary facil-
ities will only have limited lifetimes, and as such it relieson theSKAmeeting these requirements
not vice-versa. It should also be noted that the SKA will comeinto operation in an era where
we will have moved beyond multiple simultaneous space missions as we do now due to increas-
ing costs. Even today, some of the SKA-complementary facilities are of limited-lifetime (even
single-experiment) facilities.

So far cosmology has been developed by extracting statistical information from the distribution
of a large number of objects such as galaxies and galaxy clusters. Errors in cosmological parameters
are, in many cases, dominated by statistical errors, which can be reduced by increasing the number
of objects. However, in the SKA era with huge optical/infrared surveys by Euclid, LSST and
WFIRST, systematic errors and cosmic variance, rather thanstatistical errors, will become the
limiting factors to advance cosmology further. Thus, it is of vital importance to reduce systematics
and cosmic variance.

Instrumental systematics will be independent for different wavelength observations so that
combining or cross-correlating multi-wavelength data is expected to be able to reduce systematics
substantially. This is a major way of synergy and weak lensing is a typical example as we describe
briefly later. Cross-correlation is also effective betweenthe CMB anisotropies and large scale
structure. Although the CMB anisotropies contain a lot of cosmological information such as initial
condition and evolution of primordial fluctuations, geometry of the universe and history of cosmic
expansion, it is not easy to disentangle them. Cross-correlation with the distribution of galaxy is a
powerful way to extract low-redshift information, which allows us to investigate dark energy and
modified gravity.

In this chapter, we give an overview of synergies in cosmology between the SKA and surveys
in other wavelengths. Each topic will be briefly described and we refer to other chapters in for the
details.

2. Future Survey Projects

In this section we briefly summarise the major surveys that are, or will, take place until routine
SKA1 operations. In writing about the future potential, we have to bear in mind that timelines can
slip and missions change in scope and focus; however what follows is a summary of the cosmology-
relevant landscape that SKA will inhabit. We must also consider SKA as it evolves: the initial build
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phase (SKA1) will have a limited operational window, followed by potential build interruptions to
evolve into the full SKA (SKA2).

2.1 Surveys in the pre-construction SKA era

There are many SKA pathfinding surveys during the pre-construction and early build era; these
use existing and precursor/pathfinder telescopes. Many of these are major wide-field and/or deep
surveys in themselves. They will deliver important resultsas well as informing both the design and
science directions of the SKA. These surveys are discussed in Norris et al. (2014) and their details
are not presented here. A characteristic of these pathfinding surveys is the preparatory work being
undertaken by large international teams ahead of observations. Not only will this work tackle some
of the data management and SKA-era compatibility issues butit will also ensure the systematics of
these surveys is well understood, ready for even deeper cosmological analyses.

Across the rest of the spectrum there are a number of major newfacilities that will yield data
to progress SKA-cosmology experiments. In the optical these include SDSS, JWST, DESI and
VST/KiDS. In the infrared WISE and HERSCHEL have already contributed massive information
which SKA observations will draw on. At higher energies eROSITA (X-ray) will detect clusters
as a probe of dark energy and primordial density fluctuations(Colafrancesco et al. 2014) and
GALEX (UV) are expected to have completed observations by the first operations of SKA.

2.2 Surveys in the SKA era∼ 2020 onwards

At the time that the SKA is operational, there will be additional survey data flowing from a
number of new ground-based telescopes and space missions that we now briefly discuss.

Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) is expected to be launched in 2020 and will perform imaging
and spectroscopic surveys in optical and infrared bands. The survey area is about 15,000 deg2 and
the primary sciences are weak lensing and baryon acoustic oscillation. The synergies between the
SKA and Euclid are discussed in the other chapter (Kitching et al. 2014).

The large synoptic survey telescope (LSST) (Ivezić 2008) is an ground-based optical wide-
field survey telescope that will observe the entire available sky every few nights and anticipated to
be operational from 2022. It will observe 18000 square degrees of the southern hemisphere and
provide photometric redshifts and optical shapes. The synergies between the SKA and LSST are
discussed in the other chapter (Bacon et al. 2014).

Great efforts are being pursued in the CMB community to prepare a next generation of exper-
iments. These are space missions and include the following.

In response to the ESA Cosmic Vision (2015-2025) Call for Proposals, a medium-size mission,
B-Pol (http://www.b-pol.org) has been proposed. This is targeted to ultra-accurate CMB polariza-
tion measurements up to a moderate resolution (about 1 degree) at six frequency bands between
45 GHz and 353 GHz (de Bernardis et al. 2009) to primarily identify primordial B-modes. B-pol
is proposed to be realized as a set of eight small telescopes co-aligned within the spacecraft axis
with an array of about 1000 single mode corrugated feed hornsin each telescopeĄfs focal plane,
designed to be well-matched with the optics and only minimalaberrations.

Building onPlanck’s success the Cosmic Origins Explorer (COrE: http://www.core-mission.org)
(COrE Collaboration 2011) has been proposed in response to the ESA call. About 6400 dual-
polarisation receivers at the focal plane of a 1.5 - 2 m class telescope would achieve a resolution of
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a few arcmin with excellent polarization sensitivity, across a wide (45 GHz - 795 GHz) frequency
range (15 bands). The goal of COrE is to extend CMB polarization studies through to higher mul-
tipoles, probing a variety of cosmological and fundamentalphysics along with a providing a new
generation of all-sky polarization surveys.

In the other critical aspect of CMB cosmology, i.e. the detailed study of the frequency spec-
trum, little progress has been made since the stunning results from COBE/FIRAS. There are two
ambitious projects now proposed which would have impact in the SKA era. The Primordial In-
flation Explorer (PIXIE) (Kogut et al. 2011) has been presented to NASA as an Explorer-class
proposal. It would be equipped with receivers operating between 30 GHz and 6 THz, sensitive
to polarization and coupled to an advanced cryogenic calibration system to achieve the required
precise measurements. The main goal is to reveal the fine details of the CMB spectrum as well as
addressing the extremely small scales of primordial perturbations that are otherwise damped and
unobservable in anisotropies. The second, and by far most ambitious mission, the Polarized Radi-
ation Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission (PRISM: http://www.prism.org) (PRISM Collaboration
2014) was first proposed in 2013 as an ESA Science Programme. PRISM is aimed at ultra-accurate
CMB mapping in both temperature and polarization, limited only be cosmic variance and fore-
grounds. PRISM would have imaging accuracy to a few arcmin over a very wide frequency range
(30 GHz to 6 THz), and with these capabilities it would map thedistribution of galaxy clusters
through to the IR. Furthermore, PRISM sensitivity to CMB spectrum is about one order of magni-
tude better than PIXIE.

LiteBird (JAXA proposed future mission: http://litebird.jp/eng/) which will undertake a full
sky CMB polarization survey at degree scale; 50 GHz - 320 GHz (with 30 arcmin resolution at 150
GHz). Planned launch in the early 2020s.

3. Weak Lensing

3.1 Weak Lensing survey efficiency

Weak lensing is made possible by the statistical study of theshapes of distant sources and
brings information on the mass distribution located between us and these distant sources. The weak
lensing measurements thus requires shape information and redshift information. Shape information
is essential, however for some application redshift information can be used on a statistical basis.

The weak lensing information will scale with the number density of distant sources, and is lim-
ited by the intrinsic ellipticity distribution of the background sources and our (limited) knowledge
of the PSF and its possible variation across the survey. Thiscan be seen in the shear measurement
error that can be written as:

σ2
γ ∝

σ2
ε−int +σ2

meas

N
(3.1)

whereN is the number of galaxies over which the shape is measured,σε−int is the intrinsic shape
dispersion and depends only on the intrinsic nature of the sources observed andσmeasis the noise
added by the measurement techniques and includes information (or lack of) of the PSF and the
photon noise. Note that PSF issues are much more critical at optical wavelength (specially for
ground based observatory, less for space mission) than radio wavelength.
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Figure 1: Simulation of 3 square degrees converence maps. The top-left panel is the input mass map, the
top-right panel is the smoothed mass map. The bottom-left panel shows the recovery for a Euclid-like survey
with effective galaxy number densityng ∼ 30 gals/arcmin2. The bottom-right panel shows the simulated
recovery for the SKA plus Euclid withng ∼ 100 gals/arcmin2. It shows that SKA information will help
increase both the weak lensing S/N measurement as well as better resolving smaller-scale mass structure.

Because distant sources are small (of the order of∼1 arcsec or smaller), cosmological weak
lensing survey efficiency will scale with the total number ofsources for which one can resolve their
shape.

Different weak lensing techniques can inform us on the matter distribution on different scales.

• Cosmic shear allows to probe the matter power spectrum, and is very efficient in probing
the very large scales. Yet, ground based weak lensing power has been quite limited on large
scale (> 100 Mpc) because of systematic limitations.

• Weak lensing mass mapping and peak statistics: blind searchof structure, sensitive to cos-
mological parameters.

• Cluster weak lensing: need cluster survey sample

• Galaxy-galaxy lensing: need foreground galaxy sample

3.2 Weak lensing survey complementarity

Wide-field radio and optical survey differs significantly bythe nature of the sources found
the continuum imaging. Radio sources are good tracers of star-formation activities while I-band
selected galaxies used in optical are more of a tracer of stellar masses (at least toz< 1). Radio
sources are thus likely less biased system than optical sources, and possibly have a more homoge-
neous distribution on the sky.
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Because of this, the redshift distribution of continuum radio and optical galaxies are somewhat
different. Optically I-band selected sources will mostly lie atz< 1, while radio sources are more
broadly distributed in redshift with a more prominent tail at high redshift.

Radio surveys will thus allow to probe mass distribution andthe large-scale structure at higher
redshift than can possibly be done with optical surveys. They will also be more efficient in probing
high density region such as galaxy clusters as the cluster light is blocking somewhat the signal of
background galaxies.

Overlapping optical and radio surveys have a particularly useful synergy in terms of reducing
and quantifying the impact of systematic effects in weak gravitational lensing analyses (Fig. 1).
By cross-correlating the shapes of galaxies as measured in the optical and radio surveys, one can
eliminate instrumental systematic effects that are not correlated between the two telescopes. Given
the very different designs and modes of operation of opticaland radio telescopes, one would not
expect their instrumental systematic effects to be correlated and so this offers a route to measuring
the cosmic shear signal in a very robust way.

Moreover, radio surveys offer unique additional ways to measure the lensing signal that are
not available to optical telescopes. In particular, both radio polarization information and rotational
velocity measurements from HI observations can provide estimates of theintrinsic position angles
of the lensing source galaxies. Such measurements offer great potential to (i) reduce the effects
of galaxy “shape noise” due to the intrinsic dispersion in galaxy shapes (Morales 2006) and (ii)
to mitigate the contaminating signal from the intrinsic alignments in galaxy orientations which is
perhaps the most worrisome astrophysical systematic effect facing future weak lensing surveys
(Patel et al. 2010). In addition to using this information ina combined analysis, one could
potentially use the SKA-based estimates of the intrinsic alignment contamination to calibrate out
the alignment signal in the LSST lensing survey.

Finally, the envisaged SKA surveys will probe a wider range of redshifts than will be reached
by LSST. The SKA surveys thus provide extra (high-redshift)tomographic slices with which the
evolution of structre at relatively early times can be probed. SKA can push to even higher reshift by
measuring the lensing distortion signal in HI intensity mapping surveys. Thus, these high-redshift
SKA lensing experiments will naturally help fill the gap between the traditional optical lensing
probes (where sources are typically located atz∼ 1) and the ultimate lensing source of the CMB
at z∼ 1000.

4. Cosmic Microwave Background

The Cosmic Microwave Background is a very powerful probe to constrain cosmological pa-
rameters that are dynamically relevant at the epoch of recombination (z∼ 1080). Recent high-
sensitivity, high-angular resolution measurements of theCMB temperature anisotropies byPlanck
(Planck Collaboration 2014a,b) over the nominal 14 month mission show that the now standard
ΛCDM model is an excellent fit to the data. By the end of this year, the full temperature data, as
well as results from polarisation data should be made public. If the quality of the CMB data is
now good enough to break degeneracies between parameters that were plaguing earlier datasets,
it cannot nevertheless tell us much about the precise dynamical behaviour of the Universe at low
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FIG. 11. Forecasts for a six-parameter CDM model (the sixth parameter, , was marginalised over in advance in the Planck
Fisher matrix). This model has fixed = 0, 1, and = 0.

V. COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

In the previous section, we assessed how well HI in-
tensity mapping experiments will be able to measure the
geometry, expansion and growth rate of the Universe.
We will now discuss how these map to constraints on
the cosmological parameters that characterise the stan-
dard CDM model, including extensions such as a time-
varying equation of state of dark energy, non-zero spatial
curvature, and a modified growth index.

One can map the functions of redshift into the set of
cosmological parameters using a simple linear transfor-
mation of the Fisher matrix,

) = (20)

where , D ,H are the old parame-
ters, h, DE , w , w are the new parame-
ters, is the Fisher matrix in a bin with redshift
and the transformation matrix is given by jk ) =
∂α ∂β [64]. The derivatives required for the trans-
formation matrix are all analytical; for completeness, we
present them in Appendix E.

To complete the set of cosmological parameters, we
must also include information on the shape and normal-
isation of the initial power spectrum, . These
parameters are derived directly from the signal model of
Eq. (4), and do not depend on the functions of redshift
from the previous section (i.e. we have separated
and ). Note that we do not use the shape of the power
spectrum to constrain any other parameters, such as
or , even though in principle it does depend on them.
Carrying over the remaining parameters from the pre-

vious section, the full set is now

h, DE , w , w , n ,A , bHI NL

The baryon density, , is not constrained di-
rectly by HI experiments, but is included in the Planck
prior. The total matter density (CDM + baryons) is
fixed by = 1 DE, so we do not include it
separately. The HI bias is free in each redshift bin, and
we have taken to be constant in redshift.
In what follows, we focus on the higher-end reference

experiments, Stage II and Facility, although marginal
(1D) constraints are provided for all of the experiments
listed in Sect. II E. We will also consider the e ect of
adding prior information from the CMB.

Figure 2: Compared constraints from a Fisher matrix analysis onΛCDM parameters using different probe
combinations (Bull et al. 2014). "Facility" is representative of the SKA1 survey in combined (single dish
plus interferometric) mode, and "DETF IV" is representative of e.g. the Euclid redshift survey. Both SKA1
and Euclid should come on similar time frames (around 2020) and have similar power on this model.

redshifts, in particular it cannot give any precise constraints on dark energy or modified gravity
models.

On the other hand, future giant radio surveys with the SKA will provide an exquisite view
of the low redshift universe, with the first phase surveys at the horizon of 2020, i.e. on a similar
time frame to the next generation of optical/near-infraredgalaxy surveys, e.g. Euclid and LSST.
These low-redshift probes however cannot constrain by themselves the full cosmological model,
but they will have a tremendous impact on the study of dark-energy models (Blake et al. 2004).
Therefore, the primary synergy of CMB and SKA data will come from a joint analysis of the
cosmological parameters including dark energy and/or modified gravity models on linear scales
where the theoretical predictions are well understood.

For such an analysis on linear scales, it has been shown that an Intensity Mapping (IM) of the
HI fine-structure line emission that does not resolve individual galaxies should provide powerful
cosmological constraints (Mao et al. 2008). A recent, detailed forecasting of a joint Planck+SKA1
IM survey (Bull et al. 2014), making full use of the redshift information available, shows that this
particular combination of probes should be competitive with e.g. Planck+Euclid redshift survey
combinations not only on the standardΛCDM model parameters (see Fig. 2), but also on dark
energy model parameters (see Fig. 3).

It will also be competitive on constraining the curvature parameterΩK , which exhibits a de-
generacy with other parameters in CMB data taken alone (Efstathiou & Bond 1999), by tightening
the constraint by more than a factor of 3. In this analysis, the value of the HI bias has been con-
servatively marginalised over in each redshift bin. However, a large uncertainty lies in the value of
the comoving HI fractionΩHI which is poorly known today, and which directly impacts the signal-
to-noise of the measured HI emission. This translates into an overall uncertainty of the constraints
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FIG. 4. Fractional constraints on ) for the set of reference
experiments, combined over the whole redshift range of each
experiment, with 20 bins per decade in

IV. EXPANSION, GROWTH, AND THE

ACOUSTIC PEAK

We begin our exploration of the capabilities of IM ex-
periments by focusing on a few key observables. These
variously constrain the growth of large-scale structure
and the expansion and geometry of the Universe: The
positions of the acoustic peaks and the overall shape of
the power spectrum in both the radial and transverse di-
rections can be used as distance indicators to place con-
straints on ) and ), and redshift space distor-
tions make it possible to measure the growth rate, ).

In addition to being of intrinsic cosmological inter-
est, these also serve as useful models for other observ-
ables. For example, the detection of the acoustic peaks
is a comparable problem to measuring other ‘shape’ fea-
tures of the power spectrum, such as scale-dependent
bias. We will therefore devote this section to understand-
ing the detailed characteristics of the measurements on
these observables that can be made with IM experiments.
Throughout, we will forecast for the following parameter
set (without any external priors):

HI ]( ]( , D ,H NL

A. Detectability of Baryon Acoustic Oscillations

The Baryon Acoustic Oscillations are a ‘statistical
standard ruler’ that forms the primary distance measure
in surveys of large-scale structure. We can get an idea
of the detectability of the BAOs by looking at the frac-
tional errors on ), using Eq. (11). These are shown
for the reference surveys in Fig. 4, and are overplotted on
the BAO wiggle function (to be defined shortly) in Fig.
5. All three IM surveys are capable of strongly detect-
ing the BAO feature when the constraints are combined

FIG. 5. Forecast constraints on the BAO wiggles, combined
over the whole redshift range for each of the reference surveys.

over their full redshift ranges. Facility approaches the
cosmic variance limit (represented by the DETF Stage
IV survey out to 1Mpc ) over a substantial frac-
tion of the scales relevant to the BAO, mostly due to the
sensitivity of its single-dish component. This also helps
put sub-10% level constraints on the power spectrum on
scales slightly larger than the matter-radiation equality
peak, eq 10 Mpc . Its interferometric component
provides constraints on smaller scales, achieving 10%
errors on ) out to 1Mpc

The interferometric Stage II survey is sensitive to gen-
erally smaller scales, but still achieves good constraints
on the BAO thanks to its coverage out to intermediate
redshifts ( 4). The Stage I survey can comfortably
detect the BAO despite its significantly lower sensitivity
than Facility, but leaves smaller scales unconstrained.
Alternatively, one can look at the detectability of the

BAO feature as a whole. We follow a similar approach
to [68] and split the matter power spectrum, ), into
a ‘smooth’ part, smooth ), and an oscillatory part,

bao ) =
smooth

smooth

(13)

We then introduce an amplitude parameter, , such that

) = [1 +Afbao )] smooth (14)

17

FIG. 12. E ect of various priors on constraints,
for Facility + Planck. is already well-constrained by the
combination of CMB and HI data, so the flatness prior has
only a small e ect. Additional information has a larger

ect in breaking the degeneracy.

The foremost task in understanding the nature of dark
energy is to determine whether the equation of state dif-
fers from that of a cosmological constant, 1. Cur-
rent constraints on and are relatively weak; the
combination of Planck with SNLS supernova data does
give values that are slightly in tension with a pure cos-
mological constant [28], but the significance fades when
other datasets are used instead. Fig. 13 shows the im-
proved constraints that can be expected on , and

DE for the combination of our reference experiments
with Planck, assuming flatness. Despite the addition of
IM data, the parameters remain strongly correlated, so
even substantial deviations from 1 will not neces-
sarily be picked up. Nevertheless, a substantial fraction
of the plane can be excluded by IM + Planck,
so a successful detection is still possible if the real values
lie orthogonal to the degeneracy direction. 1D marginal
constraints for the full set of extensions to CDM that
we are considering here (including and ) are given
in Table IV for all of the experiments from Sect. II E.

If one takes the possibility of a varying equation of
state seriously, and should be left free when de-
riving constraints on other cosmological parameters. Ta-
ble IV shows the e ect of marginalising over the equa-
tion of state on the vanilla CDM model parameters.
The parameters derived from the various distance mea-
sures are strongly a ected – their 1D marginal uncer-
tainty is typically increased by around an order of mag-
nitude compared to the unmarginalised case shown in
Table III. This can be understood in terms of the degen-
eracies shown in Fig. 13; adding new parameters always
increases the overall uncertainty, but because DE (and
) are highly correlated with and , they are partic-

ularly strongly a ected. Parameters that do not depend
on distance measures, i.e. and , are less a ected by
the equation of state parameters, and so their marginal

FIG. 13. Top Panel: Forecast constraints on and
including the Planck prior. We have assumed flatness (
0), and fixed to its fiducial value. The DETF figures of merit
for the Stage II, Facility, and DETF Stage IV surveys are 24,
90 and 178 respectively. Bottom Panel: Forecast constraints
on and DE for the same setup.

uncertainties increase by only a modest amount.

As we have seen, even the addition of intensity map-
ping or other intermediate-redshift LSS data to the CMB
constraints is insu cient to break all of the parameter
degeneracies once and are allowed to vary. In or-
der to precisely determine these parameters, it is there-
fore necessary to add more data. Distance measurements
from Type Ia supernovae are the obvious candidate, since
they o er orthogonal constraints on DE [79]. A
local measurement of is also useful; as shown in Fig.
11, is strongly correlated with the dark energy den-
sity, so additional information about either parameter
can substantially improve the constraints on both. Fig.
12 shows the e ect of adding both of these datasets to
Planck + Facility. We also consider the e ect of allow-
ing departures from spatial flatness; as we will see in the
next section, the combination of CMB and intensity map-
ping data measure well, mostly independent of dark
energy, so marginalising over curvature has a relatively
minor e ect on the ellipse.

Fig. 14 shows the contribution to the dark energy fig-
ure of merit from each redshift bin. For our reference IM
experiments, it is clear that the redshift range 2 is
most critical; little improvement in FOM is seen above
this redshift. The same cannot be said for the galaxy
survey, however, which sees a roughly equal increase in

Figure 3: Left panel:Fractional constraints on the dark matter power spectrumP(k) of different planned
surveys, combined over the full range over their respectiveredshift coverage, with 20 bins per decade (Bull
et al. 2014). We can see that the "Facility" survey (representative of SKA1 in combined mode) and the
"DETF IV" survey (representative of Euclid redshift survey) have comparable measurement power on linear
scales (k . 0.1Mpc). Right panel:Constrains from a Fisher matrix analysis of different combinations of
PlanckCMB data with either the "Facility" of "DETF IV" surveys. Again, we see that both combinations
have comparable constraining power. Here the dark energy equation of state is parametrised asw(a) ≃
w0+(1−a)wa, wherea is the scale factor.

shown in Figs. 2,3.

We should also note that HI emission is strongly contaminated by Galactic (synchrotron, free-
free) and extragalactic (free-free, point sources) foreground emissions (Mao et al. 2008). The con-
straints shown in Figs. 2,3 are obtained under the assumption that these foreground emissions, due
to their smooth spectral emission properties, can be reduced by 103 in amplitude with foreground-
cleaning techniques, which represents a significant challenge in itself.

A more direct way to jointly analyse CMB and low-redshift probes is to investigate their cross-
correlation, sourced by the correlation of the dark matter fluctuations and the late ISW effect (Sachs
& Wolfe 1967; Boughn et al. 1998, 2004), possibly using the redshift information (Giannantonio
et al. 2008; Ho et al. 2008). While this correlation is limited to very large scales and should be
therefore cosmic variance limited when using SKA1 data (Raccanelli et al. 2012), it provides a dif-
ferent way of constraining dark energy models, and has a linear (rather than quadratic) dependence
on the HI bias. It is therefore an important consistency check of the cosmological model, despite
its reduced constraining power. Another way of looking at the correlation of CMB and LSS probes
is spatially correlating the extrema of the CMB and LSS on very large scales, possibly assigning
the ISW-LSS correlation to the largest supervoids/superclusters around us (Granett et al. 2008). A
detailed analysis of these extrema with Planck and SKA1 datawill shed a new light on the largest
structures around us.

On smaller scales, high frequency SKA measurements of galaxy clusters will provide high-
resolution maps of the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (Sunyaev& Zel’dovich 1972; Subhramanian &
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Eckers 2002) with a very precise subtraction of radio sources (a major contaminant of today’s
measurements), for up to 103 sources per field of view. Other CMB+SKA synergies include pri-
mordial non-gaussianity, high-redshift free-free emission, magnetic fields at cosmological scales
are discussed in the other chapter (Burigana et al. 2014).

Finally, CMB fluctuations have a Gaussian distribution at a very accurate level (Planck Col-
laboration 2014d). It is thus possible to estimate, throughcareful resummation of its trispectrum
(Seljak 1996; Okamoto & Hu 2003; Lewis & Challinor 2006; Benoit-Lévy et al. 2013), the
convergence map of the matter up toz∼ 1080 (Das et al. 2011; van Engelen et al. 2012; Planck
Collaboration 2014c). The correlation of these CMB convergence maps with the more tradi-
tional weak-lensing measurements of background galaxies has been measured recently (Hand et al.
2013). This method, when applied to SKA weak-lensing measurements (see Section 3) together
with CMB data (at large and small scales) will allow to constrain the matter distribution at redshifts
unreachable by SKA alone.

The synergies between CMB and SKA data are, in summary, very diverse, and extremely
powerful to constrain cosmological parameters, and the first phase SKA1 survey, in combined
(single dish plus interferometric) mode, will be competitive with Euclid and LSST for the study of
dark energy models.

5. Galaxy Power Spectrum and Multi-Tracer Method

In 2020’s, the SKA and optical/infrared surveys will perform ultimate observations of large-
scale structure of the universe. With huge number of galaxies, the errors in power spectrum of
galaxies will be dominated by cosmic variance, rather than shot noise, at cosmological scales. This
is especially serious when we try to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity whose effect is stronger
at larger scales.

Seljak (2009) proposed a novel method, called multi-tracermethod, to defeat cosmic variance
using multiple tracers of the dark matter distribution withdifferent bias. Although power spectra
of tracers themselves are limited by cosmic variance, the ratio of the power spectra of two tracers,
which represents the ralative bias, can evade cosmic variance and is limited only by shot noise.
Because the mass and redshift dependences of bias are affected by non-Gaussianity (fNL), it can be
constrained by the measurements of relative biases.

This multi-tracer method is effective when the bias difference, hence mass difference, is large
between tracers and it is critically important to estimate the mass of the dark halo hosting each
galaxy. Ferramacho et al. (2014) considers using differentradio galaxy populations (star forming
galaxies, starburst galaxies, radio-quiet quasar, FRI andFRII AGN galaxies) as tracers of dark halos
of different mass. Although it would not be easy to distinguish these populations observationally,
especially between star forming galaxies and starburst, they showed that the SKA continuum survey
could ideally reachfNL . 1.

Another key is the redshift evolution of bias. Because the SKA and optical/IR surveys will
have different redshift-distribution of observed galaxies, their combination enhances the power of
multi-tracer method. Yamauchi et al. (2014) studied the potential of combination of the SKA
continuum survey and Euclid photometric survey for the constraint on fNL . The SKA continuum
survey reaches much further than the Euclid photometric survey while the number of galaxies ob-
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Figure 4: Expected constraints onfNL using multi-tracer method assuming observations of the SKAcon-
tinuum survey, Euclid photometric survey and their combinations (Yamauchi et al. 2014).

served by Euclid is larger than that by the SKA at low redshifts, so they are complementary to probe
the evolution of bias. Fig. 4 shows the expected constraintson fNL from Euclid, SKA1, SKA2 and
their combinations. Here, it is assumed that galaxies observed by Euclid have photometric redshift
while SKA cannot obtain redshift information. It is seen that the constraint onfNL can reach below
unity and it would be possible to approach toO(0.1).

6. Cluster Cosmology

The formation of galaxy clusters is seeded by density fluctuations of 10h−1 Mpc comoving
scale. This is dominated by the gravitational processes andis relatively simple, and thus the halo
mass function and its evolution depend strongly on the properties of density fluctuations at the
scale. In fact, they have been used as probes for the amplitude of density fluctuations and dark
energy. An X-ray satellite eROSITA is expected to be launched in 2016 and will observe about 105

clusters including 103 high-redshift (z> 1) clusters.

A critical ingredient when we use clusters as a cosmologicaltool is the estimation of halo
mass. There is a scaling relation between halo mass and X-rayobservables such as temperature
and mass of the intracluster gas. However, because the X-rayobservables are sensitive to non-
gravitational processes such as radiative cooling (Kravtsov et al. 2005; Stanek et al. 2010),
the scaling relation has relatively large intrinsic scatter. Thus, it is crucial to calibrate the scaling
relation and understand intrinsic scatter in order to do precision cosmology with clusters.

On the other hand, halo mass can be estimated directly by weaklensing of the background
galaxies. The optical observations thus far did not have enough sensitivity and, due to the lack
of background galaxies, the estimation of halo mass has beensuccessful only for nearby clusters.
With a weak lensing survey by the SKA, the estimation of halo mass will become possible for
drastically large number of clusters and we will be able to calibrate the scaling relation much more
precisely (Colafrancesco et al. 2014).
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7. Summary

In this chapter, we summarized future survey projects in other wavelengths and showed com-
plementarity and possible synergy with the SKA. In the SKA era with huge number of samples, we
need to defeat systematic errors and cosmic variance to advance presicion cosmology.

• In the case of weak lensing, the instrumental systematics can be reduced by cross-correlating
shear signals from the radio and optical surveys. Further, the intrinsic alignment of galaxies,
which is difficult to model, can also be probed by their integrated radio polarization.

• The information on low-redshift universe provided by The galaxy survey of the SKA breaks
degeneracies in the estimation of cosmological parametersby the CMB anisotropies. Dark
energy can be probed by directly cross-correlating the CMB and galaxy distribution.

• Euclid and the SKA are complementary in the redshift distribution and so their combination
is very effective to study evolution of biases and then constrain primordial non-Gaussianity
of density fluctuations.

• As to cluster cosmology, scaling relation between halo massand X-ray observables is crit-
ical and this can be accurately calibrated by estimation of halo mas with the weak lensing
observation of the cluster.
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